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Abstract
The role of curriculum in higher education is sine quo non for the provision of quality and relevant educational
programs and services to the current and potential learners in the USA and elsewhere in the world. Regardless of
sizes, types or origins, curriculum is considered the heart and soul of all educational institutions. Curriculum is
crucial for the well-being and effectiveness of higher education (Barnett & Coate, 2005) both in the short and
long-term. Lamentably, it is a widely recognized notion in academia that the approach to developing curriculum
is disintegrated in that minimal and isolated considerations are given to the various critical elements such as
institutional leadership, social trends, industry factor and the role of the government. Therefore, this paper is
dedicated to the study of existing literature on an integrative approach to curriculum development as a source of
relevant, timely and comprehensive knowledge management in institutions of higher education with a particular
reference to the USA.
Keywords: curriculum development, education environment, educational leadership, graduate competencies,
pedagogy
1. Introduction
Whether privately or state run developing curriculum is culturally and nationally bound in that different nations
have different policies, programs and institutions involved in guiding and supervising curriculum development.
In the existing literature on curriculum development in countries like Australia, UK and the USA, the degree and
type of government incursion into the domain of higher education management varies from country to country.
Regardless of the government involvement higher education institutions are expected to make sure that “The
curriculum is clear about what has to be taught and what should be learned at each stage of schooling, is based
on reasonable expectations of time and resources, and is flexible and developed collaboratively with schools and
jurisdictions (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2010a).” Curriculum is the
foundation of the teaching-learning process. It involves developing programs of study (study plans), teaching
strategies, resources allocations, specific lesson plans and assessment of students, and faculty development
(Alberta Education, 2012). Given these realities the approach to developing curriculum in higher education
institutions is and should be a prime concern for all stakeholders, especially for educators, policy-makers,
government, parents and the society at large (Alberta Education, 2012; De Coninck, 2008).
Educational institutions and employers alike are of the view that education should help students gain knowledge
and basic skills (Bounds, 2009). Designing appropriate curriculum is crucial for providing such knowledge and
skills. Moreover, there is a growing need for higher education institutions to respond to the changing
environment in a positive and learner-centered manner through quality curriculum. For example, the
competence-based curriculum produces graduates who are better prepared for their future management tasks.
Students who have learned to adapt to change and to adapt their abilities to a variety of contexts and situations,
develop managerial competencies for a turbulent world (Pacheco, 2000, cited in Bounds, 2009). Interestingly the
theory and practice of curriculum development in educational institutions have remained and continue to be
hotly debated themes in academia, mainly because there are different definitions and interpretations of the term
curriculum in addition to variations in approaches to curriculum design. Most importantly, the terms
“curriculum” and “education” though defined and interpreted differently in theory, nonetheless, are interrelated
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and inseparable in practice. Therefore, designing an appropriate curriculum is considered (as) a foundation stone
for high quality programs and services, regardless of the type of educational programs and institution. Integral
education is about developing a whole person, so the approach to curriculum management (designing,
implementing, assessing) should encompass both technical skills and the development of the learner as a whole
person (Fish, 2013).
Curriculum is critical in providing high quality educational programs and services; however, there are gaps
between how curriculum is developed and how curriculum is supposed to be developed in theory. This dilemma
is further complicated by the fact that there are huge differences between the curriculum published by the
educational institutions and the curriculum actually taught by the teachers in their classrooms. Curriculum is
considered as a foundation stone for the “well-being and effectiveness of higher education” (Barnett & Coate,
2005, p. 7). Regardless of how curriculum is defined and what are its scope and importance, it is one of the most
significant matters in higher education; however, little attention has been given to the evolution of curriculum, its
review and transformation in the institutions of higher education (Hyun, 2006, 2009). This notion is further
strengthened by the fact that there is dearth of research works on the subject and the literature that exists is
mostly focused on the design of the curriculum (Hicks, 2007).
Developing an integrative curriculum has become a globally discussed issue and challenging for all institutions
of higher education. In this paper a literature review based exploratory analysis is undertaken in order to find an
integrative approach to curriculum development in the context of the USA. Furthermore, this paper provides a
theoretical-conceptual framework which could be used for defining the process of curriculum management
(development, implementation and evaluation) by all stakeholders in the educational institutions, whether they
are located in the USA or elsewhere in the world.
2. Literature Review
Curriculum development is a process which goes through different stages and is undertaken after every specified
period defined by an educational institution concerned. Though it may vary from university to university,
generally it is a five years period with ongoing revision and updates. Developing curriculum may take more or
less 3 months depending on the size of the institution. Once curriculum is developed, its implementation and
evaluation are spread across the specified five years. An approach to develop curriculum therefore, should
encompass design, implementation and assessment. Ornstein and Hunkins (2009, p. 15), suggest that
“Curriculum development encompasses how a curriculum is planned, implemented and evaluated, as well as
what people, processes and procedures are involved.” Having a road-map in the form of a curriculum model may
help curriculum development leaders to systematically and comprehensively approach this challenging and
complex task (O’Neill, 2010).
In order to understand and evaluate the existing theories of curriculum development in institutions of higher
education with a particular reference to the USA, a thorough literature review is carried out with a focus on
issues presented in Figure 1 as a conceptual framework of the study. Figure 1, demonstrates that while
developing curriculum, which is the main focus of this paper, all institutions of higher education regardless of
their types, origins and sizes should consider: Environmental variables surrounding the institution; pedagogical
strategies to be used to implement the learning and teaching activities envisaged in the curriculum; graduate
competences to be developed; and, educational institution leadership that is required.
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Figure 1. An
n Integrative appproach to currriculum develo
opment
2.1 Curricculum Developpment
Accordingg to different sources availaable in the exxisting literatuure (Egan, 200
03), the term curriculum haas its
origins in the running/cchariot tracks of Greece (litterally meaninng a course). In Latin currriculum is a raacing
chariot andd the word currrere is meaning to run. Currriculum is aboout all the learrning activities that are careefully
planned annd guided by tthe education institution invvolved and carrried out by leearners in grouups or individuually,
in-classrooom or off-classsroom context (Mednick, 2006). As runnerrs need a careffully crafted pllan and guidannce in
advance, learning shouldd be planned and
a guided in order to speciify the target and
a methods too reach the deesired
learning outcomes.
o
Currriculum is abo
out defining oor proposing which
w
courses or subjects should be takeen by
students off a particular aacademic progrram, professorrs preparing thheir assigned co
ourses or subjeects before thee start
of each sem
mester, as well as providing learning outcoomes that havee a positive im
mpact on the stuudents (Null, 22011).
In designinng curriculum
m, designers sh
hould considerr objectives, as
a well as metthods, materiaals, and assessment
proceduress and system. These guidellines apply to the general education
e
curriiculum which, when univerrsally
designed, should meet tthe educationaal needs of moost students, inncluding thosee with disabilitties (Njogu, 20012).
Educationaal theorists (M
Mednick, 2006;; González, Quuesada, J. Mueeller, & R. Mueller, 2011) view curriculum
m as a
broader cooncept and therrefore, is characterized as: a body of know
wledge or prod
duct; a processs; praxis (practtice);
and a context. Since, quuality educatio
on is not onlyy about buildinng certain pre-determined skkills, but it is also
about the realization off one’s full pottential and thee ability to usee those skills for the greateer good of selff and
others (D
Dewey, 1918, 1966; Millerr & Seller, 1985), the taask of curricu
ulum developpment demands a
comprehennsive approachh.
Going bacck to the histtory of debatees on curriculuum developm
ment, Tyler (19
969), suggesteed following tthese
essential elements
e
in oorder to desig
gn a successful curriculum
m: Educationaal purposes of
o the instituttions;
availabilityy of the educational experiiences to attaiin these purpooses; organizattion of educattional experiennces;
mechanism
ms to measuree whether thesse purposes arre being attainned. The curriiculum develoopment approaaches
proposed by
b Tyler (19500) and Taba (1
1962) greatly iinfluenced andd guided the way
w curriculum
m developmentt was
undertakenn for several years. Though considered
c
tradditional and naarrowly focuseed but still usefful and apprecciated
these curriiculum develoopment models were compoosed of the saame basic elem
ments used inn the contempoorary
models off curriculum ddevelopment such as: definee the goals (ppurposes or ob
bjectives); deffine experiencees or
activities related
r
to the ggoals; organizee the activitiess or experiencees; and, finally
y, evaluating thhe goals. Givenn the
current gloobal dynamicss and multidim
mensional chaallenges face by
b our societiies some expeerts in the field of
education recommend thhat curriculum
m should envisaage broader gooals and learniing objectives of the educattional
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institutionss involving soocial, cultural,, political, andd religious vallues of a society (Krull & Kurm, 1996). The
scope of thhe term curricuulum is reflectted in differentt names given to it as describ
bed below (Cuuban, 1992; Coortes,
1981; Lonngstreet & Shan
ane, 1993) show
wing the degreee of importannce of curriculum for the eduucational proggrams
and educattional institutioons:
•

Officcial curriculum
m (curriculum approved
a
and published by the
t concerned education institution in term
ms of
the prrograms of stuudy like coursees, and contentts etc.).

•

Taugght curriculum (what is actuaally taught in classroom by thhe teachers).

•

Learnned curriculum
m (what is actu
ually learned byy the learners).

•

Testeed curriculum
m (what is acttually measurred by the edducation instittution throughh different teesting
mechhanisms).

•

The hidden
h
or coveert curriculum (i.e., students learn from exaamples and beh
havior demonsstrated by a teaacher
like punctuality,
p
resspect, and disccipline).

•

The null
n curriculum
m (i.e., some asspects of the cuurriculum are not taught inteentionally or unnintentionally)).

Figure 2 below
b
providees a compreheensive approaach to curricullum developm
ment involvingg co-curricularr and
core-curriccular teaching and learning activities. Coore curricular activities
a
tend focus on a particular discipline
(concepts, theories etc.) whereas co-cu
urricular activvities are assum
med to includee themes of sports, music, daance,
and culturre etc. An apppropriate comb
bination of these two key elements
e
of qu
uality-cum-incclusive educattional
programs and services iis believed to help produce graduates witth balanced co
ompetencies (hhard skills andd soft
skills) desiired in the inteellectual-professsional markett of the globaliized world.

Figure 2. Cuurriculum dimeensions
2.2 The Ennvironmental A
Analysis
The educaational environnment can be viewed
v
from ttwo different perspectives:
p
the
t internal ennvironment andd the
external ennvironment. T
The internal en
nvironment whhich is also caalled the instittutional enviroonment reflectts the
culture, opperations, peopple, strategies and structuress of the instituution. The histtory, customs and traditions, and
work routiines developedd and maintain
ned over a lonng period of tiime also makee up the internnal environmeent or
organizatioonal culture. H
How decisions are made and if employees (teachers
(
and administrative
a
staff) are invoolved
in manageerial and policcy related deccisions-makingg such as currriculum develo
opment are paarts of the intternal
environmeent. On the othher hand, the external
e
enviroonment of the institution is classified
c
into two: the education
sector or industry and tthe general orr macro envirronment. At thhe educational or industry level, the anaalysis
includes: the
t existing nuumber of instiitutions of higher education functioning in
n the sector; the
t rate of enttry of
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new educational institutions into the education sector; how frequently new academic programs (both at graduate
and undergraduate levels) are changed and offered; establishing new academic standards; and, introducing new
educational models (such as Online and Virtual educational programs). At the university or institutional level, the
analysis includes: the degree of collaboration versus competition among different schools inside the university;
changes in structure and strategies, the level of institutional support for new program innovation; introduction of
new educational models; and, establishing new academic standards so and so forth.
The general or macro environment surrounding educational institutions has seen drastic and novel changes. The
causes of these changes include (Hallinger & Snidvongs, 2008): the emergence of global market which is more
connected and integrated; an open and free economic system; an investment friendly and democratic political
system; and, the revolutionary changes in the field of information and communication technologies. Sibley
(1998) identified several emerging issues that coincide with the challenges facing today’s institutions of higher
education around the world: increasing global competition; a knowledge age workforce requiring critical
thinking skills, flexibility and cooperation; and life-long learning and second career training. Developing and
graduating students with diverse competencies such as critical thinking, coping, creativity, problem solving silks
and normative/applied ethics is the responsibility of all educational systems (Sibley, 1998). It is believed that
education institutions develop and transfer knowledge and prepare graduates for the real world (the workplace).
Thus, they influence successful industry-work related practices and public policies (Li, Wong, & Wang, 2005). In
response, educational institutions of higher education have to make significant adaptations in the curriculum
designed for the current as well as the future learners.
2.3 Pedagogical Strategies
Pedagogy as a term is defined as a teaching method, a way of doing something, especially a systematic way,
implies an orderly logical arrangement or “the function or work of a teacher or teaching”. It is also the art and
science of teaching (Webster’s College Dictionary, 2010). Cogill (2000) defines pedagogy as being any activity
in which both learner and teacher actively participate and thus, suggesting that pedagogy is also about the social
interaction between teachers and students. Pedagogy encompasses both teaching and learning methods. In this
paper pedagogical methods are divided into two broad categories: Informal or less systematic methods; and,
formal or more systematic methods. The informal or less systematic methods include:
•

Open classroom discussion.

•

Report writing.

•

Verbal presentations.

•

Lecturing.

•

Brain storming.

•

Role play.

•

Question and answers (Q&A).

•

Memory based learning.

•

Observations.

•

Field visit and study tours.

•

Social meeting/gathering.

•

Interviews.

The formal and more systematic methods include:
•

Case based learning (students are asked to analyze (reading and discussing) real life complex situations
(cases or scenarios).

•

Collaborative learning (students are asked to collect information about a certain subject or emerging issue
in the field of study and share that information with each other in the class or out of class).

•

Project based learning (students are asked to design a product prototype, a service or building). Of course,
students are expected and required to collect enough information before they start working on the project.

•

Problem oriented learning (students are assigned specific real life problems to solve).

•

Service based learning (students learn from being involved in community services; internship programs,
and other social welfare programs).
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Research based learning (students are asked to carry out formal research on a specific topic or subject
assigned by the teacher. Research work consists of designing a research proposal, research development,
results presentation and publication).

A course should be designed and taught using any one or combination of these methods. Training and evaluation
of the teacher is the key to successfully adapting these methods in the classroom. The support of pedagogical
experts is necessary in designing and training the faculty. Students’ orientation is also important in implementing
such methods. Other teaching and learning mechanisms such as professional practices (company based
internships) can also add value to the knowledge and experience of the students. Complementary educational
programs including co-curricular activities (or transversal programs) such as sports, music and dance help
students build abilities (communication, discipline, self-confidence) and social networks. Designing
multidisciplinary concentrations (or minors) and modalities are helpful in allowing students to specialize in their
area of interest (i.e., research, innovation, consulting, entrepreneurship, and social leadership development).
Furthermore, pedagogy can be well supplemented by sending students abroad, for a period of one semester to a
year or at least for a summer, allowing them to learn from living and study in an international environment.
International exposure allows students to learn about new cultures, meet people from different cultural
backgrounds, network and develop more broad-minded views. These are critical skills university graduates are
expected to and should possess in order to function successfully in the emerging global market-workplace.
Though there are different pedagogical methods available for educational institutions, the application or
implementation of those methods depends on the educational approach to teaching: student versus teacher
centered. Experts suggest teaching goals, organization of curriculum, course structure and pedagogy must be
student centered (Huba & Freed, 2000). In short, pedagogy must be dynamic, diverse, challenging and
interesting. It is also important for students’ learning styles (active versus passive) and teaching styles (student
versus teacher centered) be taken into considerations and students be at the center of the education policies and
programs.
2.4 Graduate Competencies
The term competency refers to knowledge, skill, or attitude that enables one to effectively perform the activities
of a given occupation or function to the standards expected in employment (International Board of Standards for
Training and Performance Instruction, 2005). Competency is the combination of skills, abilities, and knowledge
needed to perform a specific task (The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the U.S. Department
of Education, 2002). In business and professional life, competencies are used for employee selection, the basis
for compensation, performance measurement, training needs assessment, training outcomes assessment, and
strategic planning. It is believed that having knowledge alone is not sufficient in today’s society; students need to
adapt to change and to apply their knowledge to solving problems (Evers, Rush, & Berdrow, 1998). Four
common competencies are found in the existing literature: managing self; communicating; managing people and
tasks; and, managing innovation and change (Evers et al. 1998). Other competencies include: critical thinking,
interpersonal skills and computer skills. Overall, the purpose is to develop professional behaviors in learners
which may include time management skills, making ethical decisions, participating in professional organizations,
appropriate professional appearance, and appropriate meeting behaviors (Hall, 2006). For example, important
technical skills needed for a job in business are: production and operations management, human resources
management and strategic planning (Fr. David & Fo. David, 2011). The generic competencies important for the
business students to possess once they graduate are: ethical reasoning, language and communications abilities,
problem-solving skills, and preparation for lifelong learning (AACSB International, 2012). AACSB is the
Association to Advance Collegiate School of Business. It is a USA based organization but has international
branches. It deals with accreditation and standards for business and accounting programs.
In summary, considering the continuing change of social, cultural and organizational contexts, this new
postmodern atmosphere requires professionals to develop lifelong learning competencies. Mastery of an
academic profession requires that students acquire at least three important competencies regardless of any
particular discipline or field of study (Nygaard, Hojlt, & Hermansen, 2006): Competent use of models and
theories (theoretical understanding); competent use of research methods (analysis, structuring ideas); and,
competent analysis of empirical practice (application and practice).
2.5 Education Institutional Leadership
Conducive, dynamic and supportive leadership is vital in the process of developing, implementing and
evaluating curriculum. The phrase ‘lead, follow, or get out of the way’ is meaningful in the management and
long term direction of these institutions. There is a time to lead, a time to follow and a time to get out of the way
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(Sibley, 1998). At the school/college level, the dean, associate dean, department chairs, and team captains
constitute the leadership team. Team structure is beneficial for educational institutions and must be adopted for
several reasons: (a) involves individuals with several skills and functions who can synergistically perform major
organizational tasks; (b) offers the capability to break down barriers among departments, which can enable the
coordination necessary to obtain desired services; (c) provides access to resources such as information,
equipment, and supplies necessary to perform assigned tasks; and, (d) empowers its members with
decision-making authority. Faculty participation is essential because the teams themselves, rather than the
organizational leaders, take responsibility for, decisions, monitor their own performance, work toward goal
attainment, and adapt to environmental changes (Wageman, 1997). Educational leaders need to: articulate a
vision and create the structure for that vision to come to fruition, not just in words but also in actions; be symbols
of the institutional values that they lead and lead with moral courage and purpose in support of all institutions of
higher education; be cognizant of the symbolic nature of their position when taking action; be role models for
students, faculty, and other academic institutions; teach lessons by what they support and how they act; and be
conscious of the possible implications of their decisions and actions, for surely everyone is watching-especially
the students. The roles of the educational leader are many: coach, teacher, counselor, facilitator, director, and
sometimes parent (Pfeffer, 2009; Quick & Normore, 2004). As an educational leader, one must be willing to
serve and to subordinate oneself to the vision and best interests of the organization. The new view of leadership
in learning organizations centers on subtler and more important tasks. In a learning organization, leaders are
designers, stewards, and teachers. They are responsible for building organizations where people continually
expand their capabilities to understand complexity, clarify vision, and improve shared mental models-that is,
they are responsible for learning (Quick & Normore, 2004).
In summary, educational institutions, regardless of their size (big or small), types (private or public) and nature
of educational programs (business, medicine, engineering, social sciences etc.), require leadership which is not
traditional and theoretical, rather dynamic, pragmatic, participative, strategic, and most importantly, future
oriented, socially inclusive and maintains high ethical standards.
2.6 An Integrative Approach to Curriculum Development
Curriculum development is a process and system as well as a science and art. A carefully crafted process and
efficient system involving all influential variables is the only option in the contemporary world of education
which is unpredictable and highly competitive. Curriculum development should be central focus of the strategic
planning activity of an institution. Figure 3 shows that curriculum development requires a systematic approach
and therefore, should be approached in stages. In stage 1, both internal and external environment should be
studied in order to have a comprehensive knowledge and understanding of what is happening in and around the
educational institutions. In stage 2, which is more closely related to and is based on the knowledge of stage 1,
specific competencies to be developed in students are identified and analyzed. These competencies are then
classified into personal, professional and institutional competencies. In stage 3, the actual curriculum is designed
and developed keeping in mind the knowledge of previous two stages. In stage 4, specific pedagogical strategies,
which are most relevant and effective in imparting the knowledge intended in the curriculum are identified and
proposed. In stage 5, it is critical for educational institutions to establish necessary mechanisms to: follow-up the
implementation of curriculum as planned; carry out regular evaluation of the learning outcomes; and, provide
necessary and on time feedback to interested parties in education including policy makers, academic directors,
parents, teachers and students a few to name (to name a few). Figure 3 also suggests that while developing
curriculum other factors such as society, industry, and the role of government have to be fully taken into account.
This requires dynamic, participative and pro-active institutional leadership.
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Figure 3.
3 Curriculum ddevelopment process
p
& systeem
Figure 4, further envisaages that the educational
e
liffe of a learnerr is not a cycle, rather a unnidirectional aand a
straight foorward pathwaay. There is no
o option of goiing back to sttage one or tw
wo once a learnner moves forrward
(i.e.,
(from one level to anothher). Moreover,, individual baackground and personality faactors such as demographics
d
age, incom
me, marital staatus) and psy
ychographics ((i.e., interests, opinions, lifee style, needs,, self-efficacyy) are
constantly and graduallly changing with
w
the passaage of time–leet alone the social
s
dynamiics of human life.
Additionallly, while desiggning curriculum, connectinng–past, presennt and future–tthe knowledgee and experiennce of
learners will
w definitely make the currriculum moree learner oriennted, interestin
ng and innovative. This is also
helpful in making the leaarning environ
nment and teacching activitiess more relevantt and well-grouunded for learnners.

Figure 4. Edducation life diirection
3. Conclussions & Impliications
Interestinggly, but not suurprisingly, thee discussion onn the importannce of curricu
ulum developm
ment in educattional
institutionss is historical and as well contemporary aand the debatee will continuee during the tw
wenty first cenntury
(Bounds, 2009).
2
Curricuulum developm
ment costs monney, is risky ass a strategy, tim
me consuming, but the direct and
indirect beenefits derivedd from it are far
fa higher for aall current andd potential ben
neficiaries. Devveloping education
curriculum
m is not an eaasy task, especially, in the current global and changin
ng work envirronment. For ssome
institutionss it could be ass simple as add
ding a few new
w courses or chhanging a few topics in the existing
e
curricuulum
which is done
d
by few accademic admin
nistrators. But in other educational instituttions, curriculuum developmeent is
given instiitutional suppoort by associatiing-linking it w
with the missioon and vision of
o the institutioon. The exerciise of
curriculum
m developmennt should be highly
h
inclusiive, participattive and demo
ocratic (involvving all intereested
stakeholdeers). Overall, ddeveloping an integrative cuurriculum is beeneficial for an
ny educationall institution booth in
the short ruun and long ruun.
This paperr concludes thhat in order to
o approach inntegrative currriculum develo
opment in insstitutions of hiigher
education several factoors should be taken into careful consideerations: Cultu
ure of curricuulum development
(universityy culture can bbe rigid and lesss receptive too external feedbback and inpu
ut and thus mayy not permit a look
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at other variables thus not allowing a comprehensive approach); lack of strategic planning (education strategic
management); limitation of resources (financial, human expertise); leadership does not take it seriously and
strategically; and, no competition and lack of exigency from the beneficiaries (students, parents and industry).
Therefore, it is suggested that in order to have an integrative approach to develop, implement and evaluate
curriculum, educational institutions should consider existing theories and principles for designing new or
restructuring existing curriculum more appropriately. It is recommended that a democratic process of curriculum
development be introduced, which make provisions for all the role players to participate (Hayward, 2000).
It is ideal to have an integrative approach to curriculum development by institutions of higher education.
However, there are common implications and challenges in this approach: the need for changes in curriculum is
constant and rapid since the work and social environment is changing and dynamic; there are differences in the
learning styles of individual students as well as differences in teaching styles, so finding the best match between
the two is not that easy; the culture of educational institutions is a critical factor, given the fact some institutions
have centralized management systems and their own traditions of developing curriculum which they believe is
already functional. Some educational institutions, especially, in the public sector tend to be bureaucratic, rigid
and less receptive to external influences. Also, work process, methods, and other resources such as technology,
information management system and management information system are not well advanced; establishing
consensus among different stakeholders is time-consuming and almost impossible to establish because of
differences in interests and objectives; organizational resources including management time, money, institutional
support are limited; and finally, there is a need for dynamic and strategic leadership in order to make sure
curriculum development is done appropriately and timely.
4. Limitations and Future Studies
This study is based on an extensive literature review that exists in the field of curriculum development. This is a
theoretical analysis of diverse issues that concern the current education institutions and educational programs in
relation to curriculum development thus providing a theoretical foundation for rigorous and quantitative studies
in the future. Research methodologists appreciate the role of literature review based studies in establishing the
need for further research while broadening the horizons of the researcher and preventing the researcher from
conducting research that already exists (Aitchison, 1998). Literature review helps the researcher and readers to
be knowledgeable and understand the research problem better (Leedy, 1989). Furthermore, literature review
based studies are also helpful in establishing theoretical grounds for research, identify gabs in the existing
knowledge and weaknesses in previous research, discovers connections or other relations between different
research results by comparing various investigations (Bless & Higson-Smith, 2000). Given all those good effects
of the outcome of this study, this is a descriptive study involving a type of document analysis and secondary
research based on textual information. Some researchers question the validity and reliability of recommendations
of such studies since the origin of the information needs scrutiny and critical evaluation. Though this study lays a
theoretical justification for designing and delivering an integrative education, however, in order to collect
information on ground realities (practices and models) it would be useful to involve interested educational
institutions through interviews of professors (one-on-one or in focus groups interviews), administrators, policy
makers and industry players alike.
Future studies on curriculum development can be carried out involving interested educational institutions in
order to see their practices including designing, implementation and evaluation process of curriculum. Especially,
in order to study the gape that exists between the written curriculum and learned curriculum, with a focus on the
learning objectives and learning outcomes intended in the curriculum and the actual achievement of these critical
ingredients of any curriculum. Interviews of professors, administrators, policy makers, industry players and case
analyses of different educational institutions and in different countries can bring about interesting and
illuminating information in this regard.
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